




Hooray for Annuals! 
 

his month, Victorian Times is proud to continue a wonderful tradition amongst Victorian magazines: The 
bound collection.  Most Victorian magazine publishers routinely issued either annual or semi-annual bound 
collections of the previous year’s issues.  The Girl’s Own Paper, for example, issued The Girl’s Own 

Annual in October of each year.  (The Girl’s Own Paper was a bit unusual in having a “year” that ran from 
October through September; most publications began their year in January.) Magazines like The Strand, Harper’s 
Monthly, and Century Magazine issued collections every six months.  Collections, whether annual or semi-annual, 
tended to run between 600 and 900 pages. 
 We’ve opted for the semi-annual: A bound collection that will be issued every six months.  One reason for 
this choice is that CreateSpace simply wouldn’t be able to manage an “annual”—the file size would be enormous!  
So would the book itself, and I confess, as I get older, I’m less enthusiastic about volumes dense enough to create 
their own gravitational field.  Hence, we will issue bound collections in January and July, each being a fresh 
“volume” (i.e., July-December 2014 is Volume I, January-June 2015 will be Volume II, and so on). 
 However, this isn’t why I’m shouting “Hooray for Annuals” (or “hurrah” if you’re British).  I love annuals 
because, without them, Victorian Times and VictorianVoices.net (formerly Mostly-Victorian.com - see page 41) 
wouldn’t exist. 
 The practice of creating hardbound collections is perhaps the single most important factor that preserved 
Victorian (and older) periodicals for posterity.  Magazines are, by nature, rather flimsy things.  By the time one 
had been delivered by post and handled by a number of readers, its chances of long-term survival were slim.  
Paper was also more scarce and more costly, and Victorians were experts at “repurposing” and “recycling” long 
before those terms became trendy.  Hence a magazine might line a birdcage or a dresser drawer, wrap a parcel, or 
even hold one’s fish and chips—again making it rather less than readable. 
 The bound collections issued by magazine publishers, however, were as sturdy and durable as any book—and 
they were meant for the bookshelf.  If you tour a country manor in England, chances are you’ll see rows of bound 
periodicals in the library.  Ordinary subscribers (i.e., folks who didn’t live in manors) bought them for their own 
shelves.  Libraries either bought bound collections or bound their own; library bindings tended to be less ornate 
but more durable, and libraries would often rebind collections if the original bindings began to wear out. And it is 
thanks to these bound collections that so many Victorian periodicals have survived to the present day. 
 Some publishers created unique, elegant covers for each edition.  Many of the bindings of The Girl’s Own 
Paper were embellished with lovely artwork and highlighted with touches of gilt  (a tradition I’ve decided to 
emulate!).  Other publishers, like The Strand, issued collections in a standard cover that remained the same year 
after year.  Sometimes, a publisher would “tip in” extra engravings or color plates; The Girl’s Own Paper usually 
added a black and white, monochrome or full color plate at the beginning of each month.   
 Publishers weren’t the only ones to create annuals, however.  I’ve already mentioned that libraries often 
handled their own binding—but so did subscribers.  Many annuals on the market today were bound by the original 
subscriber.  You can often tell a subscriber collection from a publisher (or library) collection by the cover; 
subscriber-bound annuals tend to have a generic cover, often consisting of “boards” covered with marbled paper.  
There may be a title on the spine, but rarely on the cover.  If the cover doesn’t match the type routinely issued by 
the publisher (like The Strand’s distinctive blue covers with the picture of the Strand on the front), it was probably 
bound by a subscriber.  I have one annual in which each issue was obviously folded for mailing; they even bear 
the address of the subscriber in pencil!  Subscriber-bound editions also won’t have extra prints or engravings. 
 Bound collections of Victorian magazines aren’t that difficult to find.  I’ve located many on Amazon; another 
good source is ABEbooks.  Prices vary, depending on the publication; volumes of The Strand that include 
Sherlock Holmes stories, for example, can be pricey indeed! 
 Fortunately, our bound collections of Victorian Times aren’t pricey at all.  We’ve designed them to offer an 
affordable way to add your favorite issues to your bookshelf—in a beautiful volume that you can enjoy for years 
to come! Which, really, is what the tradition of “bound collections” was all about! 
 For more information on our collection, visit http://www.VictorianVoices.net/VT/print/Vol01.shtml 
 

—Moira Allen, Editor 
editors@victorianvoices.net 
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